SKU 6001OC-* Available in 16 colors or raw steel.

Kit includes bracket with welded on bolt, one machine bolt, & two locking flange nuts. Bracket works on all doors 1-3/8” thru 2-1/4” thick.

Finished Opening Butt Side including Header Board if used.  
= Door Width less 1”

Finished Opening Overlap Side including Header Board if used.  
= Door Width less Door Thickness Less 1”

Install Overlap Side Track First. Start Track at Door Thickness + 3/8” Past the Finished Opening (including header board if used). Add Converging Bracket to open stop/end hole and bolt stop on with locking flange nut. Insert ½” x 1-1/4” machine bolt through slot in bracket as you are installing bracket. Install Butt Side track to bracket with locking flange nut, including stop. Finish mounting Butt Side track with lags as normal, adjust the end of the track to line up with the back face of the overlap side door.

This bracket is designed for use on an outside corner of a room. It is not needed if the tracks are mounted to an inside corner of a room.